2 Days Transition Training program on Laboratory Quality Management as per ISO/IEC 17025:2017 by Assessors from NABL


CSIR-National Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshedpur has emerged as one of the global leaders in metallurgy and materials research back-up by substantial share of research publications in peer-reviewed journals and intellectual property products generated in metallurgical and materials science and technology. The laboratory aims at excellence in R&D in the development and delivery of right sized technologies for use in the Indian metallurgical and materials science sector. This organization has imparted training to more than 1000 professionals in India, rendered consultancy services to more than300 laboratories in its core areas. CSIR-NML set the pace for the rapid growth of the laboratory through the establishment of a number of pilot plants and facilities and initiating research programmes which were in line with the Five Year Plans of the young Republic of India. NML has one Centre at Chennai.

In the year 2018, CSIR-National Metallurgical Laboratory is organizing NABL accreditation promotion/awareness programme as per ISO/IEC 17025: 2017 in Jamshedpur.

Course coverage:
General quality awareness on NABL accreditation process
☐ ISO/IEC 17025:2017 requirement and its interpretation
☐ Quality manual and other document preparation requirement
☐ Internal audit principle, Internal audit Checklist preparation
☐ Case study solving

Fees:
2 days training program on Laboratory Quality Management and internal Quality audit as per ISO/IEC 17025:2017
Fees: INR 14,000/- + (18%) GST. /Per head

*REGISTRATION FEES NOT REFUNDABLE

*Registration confirmation is depending on submission of registration along with non refundable registration fees. We accept registration at venue subject to availability of seat which can be confirmed one day before only

FOR REGISTRATION AND ANY OTHER QUERY CONTACT TRAINING CO-ORDINATORS:
Dr Sanchita Chakravorty: CSIR-NML, Jamshedpur
Mob: 8789382711 [sanchita@nmlindia.org]

Mr A K DATTA: CSIR-NML, Jamshedpur
Mob: 9934196057 [akd@nmlindfia.org]

Cheques in favour of
Director, NML, JAMSHEDPUR

Or Bank Transfer / NEFT Details
A/c. Name: Director,NML, Jamshedpur
A/c.No.30271713826
Type of A/c. Savings Bank Account
Name of the Bank: State Bank of India., NML Branch
Bank address: Burma Mines, P.O: Jamshedpur-831007
Bank MICR No.: 831002013
Bank IFSC Code: SBIN0003329
Bank Telephone No.0657-2345196
GSTIN NO. 20AAATC2716R2ZS